
Name:     Sound of Math LAB 
 

Introduction\Clarity\Organization  
 

0  10 

- No Thesis 

- Terms that may be unfamiliar 

to the reader are used and not 

explained 

 - Contains a good thesis statement 

- Lab goal is clear 

- Didn't use any terms that may be unfamiliar to the reader 

in the introduction with out explaining them first 

- Mentioned some "key" math concepts used in the lab 

Amplitude 
 

0  20 
 

- Finds amplitude incorrectly 

- Little or no explanation 

- Little or no computations 

- Finds 

amplitude 

correctly 

 

- Defines amplitude 

- Gives graphical representation 

- Shows captured TI-83 screens with traced values 

- Shows math computations using Math Type 

Vertical shift 
 

0  20 
 

- Finds vertical shift  incorrectly 

- Little or no explanation 

- Little or no computations 

 

- Finds 

vertical 

shift 

correctly 

 

- Defines vertical shift 

- Gives graphical representation 

- Shows captured TI-83 screens with traced values 

- Shows math computations using Math Type 

Period 
 

0  20 
 

- Finds period  incorrectly 

- Little or no explanation 

- Little or no computations 

 

- Finds period 

correctly 

 

- Defines period 

- Gives graphical representation 

- Shows captured TI-83 screens with traced values 

- Shows math computations using Math Type 

Phase  shift 
 

0  20 
 

- Finds phase shift  incorrectly 

- Little or no explanation 

- Little or no computations 

 

- Finds 

phase shift 

correctly 

 

- Defines phase shift 

- Gives graphical representation 

- Shows captured TI-83 screens with traced values 

- Shows math computations using Math Type 

Final Graph and Calculated Frequency 
 

0  10 
 

- No final graph 

- Frequency not calculated 

 

 

 

- Shows captured TI-83 screen with data plot  and 

overlapping graph of sine function. 

- Shows captured TI-83 screen with actual eq. in the Y= 

- Frequency  with in 10% error for tuning forks < 300 Hz 

- Frequency  with in 20% error for tuning forks > 300 Hz 
   

 


